An interactive program to help design accelerator lattices and lattice insertions is described. Present limitations and directions of future development are indicated.
Introduction
Most lattice design codes are based on card or card image input, where the user has to create a file containing instructions and data to be read by the computer. Interactive design codes as used in other engineering disciplines for some time are not very common in accelerator design. The PDP-11/34 work station computer is linked to a powerful VAX-11/780 computer so that interactively created information can be used as input for time consuming calculations in batch mode. Using this hardware, it was easy to write a fast-responding interactive code which allows the designer to develop his intuition without being concerned about technical details of the code. 
Goals

Program Organization
The code is structured in 6 branches which are all on the same logical level and can be accessed directly from each other. In each of these branches specific input/output data may be entered via the TV screen. Data are assigned to internal variables by positioning the cursor at appropriately marked fields on the tv screen. Plotting of data produced in a particular branch is supported by a plot control routine. Figure 1 shows PostiLau (a) Figure 2 Example of the design of a regular cell for a prebooster synchrotron to be installed between the Fermilab 200 MeV Linac and present 8 GeV Booster. One of the desired parameters was to choose the lattice such that transition is avoided in both the Booster and Prebooster. 
